Modular Tables

Boyce.
Business Interiors
Tables with a flip top that may be easily released using a one-handed pull-catch and pivoted through 90° from horizontal to vertical. Tops lock automatically when rotated back to horizontal.

With tops “flipped” to vertical tables may be nested together, reducing the space needed for storage.

Moving tables through doorways from room to room with “flipped tops” is simple and convenient, minimising the risk of knocks and damage to both tables and doorways.

Fliptop Tables

Tables in a variety of shapes and sizes, on removable legs, fixed or mobile frames, which may be used individually or linked together to form larger configurations. Versions with removable legs may be stored and moved on a mobile trolley.

Rectangular folding tables that fold completely flat to minimise storage space when not in use. A linked D-end with folding support leg is also offered. Folding is simple, carried out with the tables upright, and requires no tools. Tables may be carried individually or stacked on a mobile trolley for easy relocation.

Folding Tables

For our comprehensive range of specialist boardroom and conference tables, please see our Fulcrum brochure.
We offer two frame styles: an inverted “T” shape and an inverted “Y” shape. The Y shape offers the added convenience that a user at the end of a table can pull up close to the surface and place their feet under the frame.

“T” frames are offered in zinc, slate or chrome, and are fitted with glides or lockable 50mm castors.

“Y” frames are finished in zinc, slate or chrome and are fitted with lockable 75mm diameter castors.

Top Shapes

Tops are available in rectangular, trapezoidal and D-end shapes, in a choice of widths and depths. Tops may be in 25mm MFC, or 25mm or 38mm veneer, with a choice of edge types and profiles.

Frame Styles

- **T-frame on lockable 50mm castors**
  - Finish options:
    - Slate, Zinc, Chrome

- **T-frame on glides**
  - Finish options:
    - Slate, Zinc, Chrome

- **Y-frame on lockable 75mm castors**
  - Finish options:
    - Slate, Zinc, Chrome

Sample Configurations

Quick-release Mechanism

With our new quick-release mechanism you unlock a table top simply by pulling a single-handed catch. The top locks firmly in place automatically when returned to horizontal.
25mm tops in maple veneer, with ebony detail lines; solid-maple chamfer edge; on x frames in chrome fitted with lockable 75mm castors.
25mm tops in oak veneer: square edge: on Y frames in zinc fitted with total lock castors.

25mm tops in light oak veneer, square edge: on Y frames in zinc fitted with lockable 75mm castors.

Trapezoidal tables, flipped and nested. Frames in zinc and slate.

Fliptop Tables
25mm tops in light oak veneer. Square edge. On Y frames in zinc fitted with lockable 75mm castors.
25mm tops in steamed beech veneer, solid beech square edge, on T frames in chrome, fitted with lockable 50mm castors.
We offer sectional tables either on Quick-fit round legs or on Bow legs, finished in zinc, slate or chrome. Bow legs may be specified either on glides or locking 75mm castors.

For convenient storage and movement of sectional tables fitted with Quick-fit legs we offer a mobile trolley. Quick-fit legs can be removed in a matter of moments (without tools), and stowed under elasticated webbing strips fixed under the table top. Table tops with legs stowed can be stacked on the mobile storage trolley and wheeled wherever required.

**Frame Styles**

- **Bow legs on lockable 75mm castors**
  Finish options: Slate, Zinc, Chrome

- **Bow legs on glides**
  Finish options: Slate, Zinc, Chrome

- **Quick-fit legs**
  Finish options: Slate, Zinc, Chrome

**Top Shapes**

Tops are available in rectangular, trapezoidal, D-end and 90° link (freestanding) shapes, in a choice of widths and depths. Tops may be in 25mm MFC, or 25mm or 38mm veneer, with a choice of edge types and profiles.

- 700 Series
  - 700mm<br>
  - 1400mm<br>
  - 1800mm

- 800 Series
  - 800mm<br>
  - 1400mm<br>
  - 1600mm

**Sample Configurations**

Storage and transport

Linking brackets available
38mm tops in maple veneer, with burr walnut inlay bounded by ebony detail line: solid american walnut wave edge: on bow legs in chrome fitted with lockable 75mm castors.

Bow legs in slate, on glides.

Sectional Tables

38mm tops in maple veneer, with burr walnut inlay bounded by ebony detail line: solid american walnut wave edge: on bow legs in chrome fitted with lockable 75mm castors.
25mm tops in natural cherry MFC with square edge on quick-fit round legs in chrome.

Mobile stacking rack. Reverse of table showing integral storage of quick-fit legs.
Folding Tables that fold completely flat to minimise storage space when not in use. Folding is simple, carried out with the tables upright, and requires no tools. Tables may be carried individually or stacked on a mobile trolley for easy relocation. Frames incorporate cable management risers and horizontal pass-through ports. Frames are finished in slate or zinc epc.

Frame Colours
- Slate frame
- Zinc frame

Top Shapes
- Tops offered are rectangular, D-end and 90° link. Tops may be in 25mm MFC, or 25mm or 38mm veneer, with a choice of edge types and profiles.

Sample Configurations

Storage and transport

Linking brackets available
Folding Tables

25mm tops in beech MFC with slate profile edge. Frames in DHC.
**Finishes & Edge Options**

### MFC Finishes
- Brevis Oak MFC
- Ambus Oak MFC
- Ambus Maple MFC
- Natural Walnut MFC
- Golden Maple MFC
- Ambus Beech MFC
- Light Grey MFC

### Standard Veneer Finishes
- Light Oak Veneer
- Rose Walnut Veneer
- Cherry veneer
- Natural American Walnut Veneer
- Maple Veneer
- American Walnut Veneer
- Natural Bamboo Veneer
- Caramel Bamboo Veneer

### Exotic Veneer Finishes*
- Birds-Eye Maple
- Koa Veneer
- Buri Madrona
- Buri Oak
- Buri Walnut

### Edge Options
- 38mm top edge options: square edge, wave edge, slate profile edge, chamfer edge
- 25mm top edge options: square edge, wave edge

### Top Styles
- Plain
- Ebony detail line
- Ebony detail line and veneer inlay

*primarily used for inlays
Sven Christiansen furniture and seating is manufactured in the United Kingdom.